Class A Driver
Job Description/Task Requirements

Department: Logistics
Reports to: Director of Logistics
Note: At Service West, we put our customers first and continually strengthen our partnerships through our employee’s hard
work, ingenuity and determination. Our 37-year history is a reflection of our collective efforts and focus.
We provide a team-family environment that promotes safety, personal growth, opportunities for advancement and professional
achievement. Critical to our continued success is hiring and developing exceptional employees. We have high standards for our
employees, with good reason. They represent Service West, our family, our brand, and our values to customers and our team
members.

Specific Responsibilities and Duties include but are not limited to:
Class A Driver:









.

Fully understand how to operate and safely drive assigned delivery vehicle
Driver will be tasked with the delivering materials from warehouse to job sites.
Driver will on occasion pick up and pack will calls from local manufacturers, all items will be blanket wrapped and need to be
safely brought back to the warehouse or delivered to work site.
Driver will be responsible for checking his truck before he leaves to make sure he has all tools to be successful for the job
Driver is responsible for communicating any issues with equipment daily to the manager.
Driver is responsible for following all California DOT rules including completing a DVIR daily
Check weather conditions and road reports before departure
Adhere to company rules and regulations
Driver will need to have the ability to work with others

Requirements & Qualifications:















High school diploma or GED equivalent preferred
Valid Class A driver’s license required
Proven experience with tractor-trailer
Clean driving record with no moving violations
Ability to work a flexible shift
Comfortable maneuvering and parking a tractor-trailer in San Francisco and like cities
Alert, focused, and detail-oriented
Physically and mentally fit
Ability to lift up to 75 lbs. at a time
Able to operate electric lift, hand trucks, pallet jacks, etc.
Proficient using GPS and other routing systems
An innate sense of direction
Disciplined, dependable, and resourceful
High level of composure and good stress management
*Background check and drug screening required for employment

*Service West is committed to the principle of equal employment opportunity for all employees
and to providing employees with a work environment free of discrimination and harassment.
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